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saturday, april 19, 2008

what do you do when you like someone? 

just thought of something. the german lady has been encouraging me to 

show my artworks at the coffeehouse where her groups have always 

gathered. her plan is for me to do a portrait of the owner's daughter, a 

korean college lady, and then convince her to show my works at the 

place. i must automatically assume that the plan was designed to harm 

me, given many group member's intention to rid themselves of me. the 

first step must not be performed: i must not do a portrait of the owner's 

daughter; if i do and show it to her, she probably will report me to law 

enforcement saying i'm harassing her or something like that. i must 

avoid her like a pestilence in order to stay safe. 

 

obviously the plan to show my artworks at that coffeehouse should be 

scraped. 

 

may is about to come; is the arrest set to happen in the next 10 days? 

 

it does hurt a little that the german lady is still constantly devising plans 

to bring me down. human psychology is a strange matter. last night as i 

saw her standing against the shadow, how fabulous did she appear. this 

is someone i could give my life for, i thought. and yet, i couldn't do her 

the simple favor of leaving her alone and leaving her groups of my own 

accord. i guess liking someone is always a strange mixture of the selfless 

and selfish components, which when the person doesn't like you back 

will have to fight each other out. (when the person does like you back, 

however, the two components can coexist nicely, as your satisfying your 

wants by having her presence [the selfish part] is at once satisfying her 

wants by having your presence [the altruistic part].) i'm doing my best 

at restraining the selfish component and magnifying the selfless 

component while still leaving myself with something to live on, 

psychologically speaking. this is why i have surrendered all my info to 

her, an act clearly not beneficial to my well being!

posted by kurt at 4:09 pm 0 comments 

last night's party 

so last night the party at paul's (P's) place happened. it was overall 

pleasant; it was mostly old-timers from the german lady's groups. but 

the fearful scenario i have described in the previous post might have 
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happened. there were these two invitees, an asian guy named larry and 

a german young lady named enkel, boyfriend and girlfriend to each 

other, new faces i had never seen before. enkel started chatting with 

me. we spent approximately 15 minutes discussing chinese archaeology, 

what used to be one of my favorite studies. i was totally impressed 

because she had such a command of the chinese language and such 

expertise in chinese archaeology. but afterwards i realized i might have 

fallen into a trap. you see, the two invitees were very likely especially 

invited as part of the german lady's groups' "scheme" or "conspiracy" to 

rid themselves of me (as i have mentioned). after the conversation this 

pair of boyfriend and girlfriend probably went to law enforcement to 

falsely report that i was s*xually aggressive toward her even though in 

reality i did no more than make a few comments about the controversies 

in chinese archaeology. this is why the pair left when the party had 

barely begun: mission accomplished, why stick around? now another 

negative report would have been added to my thick file at law 

enforcement, further framing me as a dangerous sex-maniac. soon the 

threshold of negative reports will be reached, and a warrant will be 

issued for my arrest. 

 

the party's main stable was the showing of this german movie called 

somthing like "something about martha". the german lady probably 

selected the film on purpose, for it was about the relationship of a 8-year

-old female "little person" with her aunt. after the movie the german 

lady can then report to law enforcement that i liked the film because i 

liked "little people", thus framing me into that most dispecable entity in 

the world, p*d*ph*le. 

 

let me make myself clear: i am totally frightened of "little people" and 

always run away at the sight of them. 

 

another thing is that on this occasion i didn't wear my usual baseball 

cap. the german lady took several photos of me. she will definitely turn 

the photos in either for incorporation into new alerts about me or for 

deposit in my thick file at law enforcement. 

 

like i said, the german lady will cause me great harm one day, probably 

contributing a major part of the ground for my upcoming life-long 

imprisonment. but i like her just the same. she will always be the most 

fabulous person on the planet. maybe a worthless piece of crap like me 

derserves to be treated like a piece of crap by the german lady. 

 

now imagine if all this were real -- that the nicety of everyone in german 

lady's groups toward me were genuine and not pretended -- the party is 

truly what happiness is all about: getting together with your favorite 

person in the universe and with her friends whose company you enjoy, 

and having your favorite person give you a bit of her warmth by chatting 

with you for a little while (a substantive chat of course, not one about 

superficial things). what more do you want of life? but this happiness will 

never belong to me! i'll always have to live with the fact that my favorite 

persons will without exception and completely intentionally all do me 

great harm eventually.

posted by kurt at 5:36 am 0 comments 

thursday, april 17, 2008
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tomorrow night 

tomorrow night the german lady's group (about 8 people) is going to 

meet at the apartment of a member of the group, P. when it comes to 

matter like this, i am always not sure whether it's right for me to go or 

not, because i'm not sure if the german lady wants me to go or not. if 

she wants me to go, then this is most likely a trap. that is, another 

occasion where all members cooperate in german lady's scheme to have 

law enforcement put me away. if everyone there after the event falsely 

reports me to the court or to law enforcement, saying i did this bad thing 

and that bad thing while in fact i was as docile as a piece of furniture, i 

would have no way to respond because this is at a private place. they 

said, he said... there is no match. but if this is not a trap and a genuine 

gathering, the german lady would probably prefer i be absent, as she 

has always wished. but i just love to go to her events, especially because 

i can see her, the most fabulous person in the world. it'd be again that 

paradox, my needs vs. her wish. my wish to always go with her wish 

because she's the boss always crumbles before the urgency of my 

needs. i am just not psychologically equiped to genuinely like someone 

and care for the person's interests.

posted by kurt at 7:30 pm 0 comments 

wednesday, april 16, 2008

reflection on others' malice toward me 

i hesitate to call my cousin cindy a malicious person even though she has 

been nothing but malicious to me: destroying me in order to advance 

herself and then ignoring me and/or treating me like a piece of trash 

once she has achieved her aim through me. this is because she's not 

malicious toward other people, and her malice is reserved for me only. in 

short, she sees me as dispensable but does not treat others as 

dispensable. i certainly cannot judge a person bad in general just 

because the person is bad toward me. for i am really dispensable 

because i am a piece of trash and my cousin knows it, along with the 

rest of my family members. 

 

but in any case, i wouldn't say she has an admirable character in general 

either. 

 

and so this week i made the mistake of talking to her on the phone 

about my missing painting and drawings instead of communicating with 

her through emails on the matter. you see, she must have seen the alert 

about me also, and it is possible that she may twist our conversation and 

falsely report me to authority, saying i said something threatening when 

i did not. this is a possibility because she has the habit of screwing me 

up for entertainment. i should only communicate with her through 

emails, the content of which can be retained for future reference. 

 

in the same way i certainly do not judge the german lady "a bad person" 

just because she's finding ways to screw me up in order to rid her 

meetup groups of me. what she is doing is completely understandable. if 

i were her i wouldn't want me in my life either. the german lady is 

awfully good to other people, and there is no reason why she should 

treat a piece of garbage such as i am equally as she treats other people. 

by now just about every body in her meetup groups is participating in 

her scheme of getting rid of me through reporting to authority or 
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petitioning the court or whatever. that includes ms professor, the other 

ms professor G, jacqueline, or anybody else. a "conspiracy" against me if 

you will has emerged in the two meetup groups i participated in. they 

constantly call me "intelligent" in order to convince the judge in the 

future to put me away for a longer time and are also always trying to 

test me about my political orientation too, probably on behalf of law 

enforcement. everyone in the meetup groups is hiding his or her true 

intention from me, pretending to be nice to me while secretly planning 

on dumping me for good. i don't much blame them, and i certainly have 

no complaint against the german lady. if she doesn't like me, it's through 

my fault and not hers. the most i can do is trace my disgusting nature 

back to my mother, who really shouldn't have given birth to a freak of 

nature such as i am at all. 

 

the german lady's disgust with me despite herself is manifested in subtle 

ways, such as: she has avoided being in the same picture with me ever 

since last september when my drama started with showing her "the 

letter"; and she has never wanted to hear anything about me, about my 

life, and so on, such that she has no idea what kind of person i am even 

though i have been in her groups for almost a year now. 

 

other minor developments: that god-damned matrix.com or whatever 

has been sending me these god-damned liberal garbages called 

something like watchman 666 reports. i blocked his email address and 

still this god-damned liberal finds way to go around it and continues to 

send his trash to me. and then there is a certain rodney dassis or 

whoever who sent me a spam two days ago all in portuguese and i have 

no idea what the god-damned spam is about. watch out for emails of 

malicious intention.

posted by kurt at 8:51 pm 0 comments 

tuesday, april 15, 2008

no house-warming party 

another possible reason why the german lady does not want any house-

warming party at my place is that the police or homeland security may 

have been sharing with her surveillance videos of me in my apartment, 

and that she therefore knows how dirty and messy the place is. she 

probably won't want to sit anywhere or touch anything in my apartment 

even if i'll certainly do a thorough clean-up for the party.

posted by kurt at 9:53 pm 0 comments 

more reflections about last night 

so watched the psychotic film "dark matter" last night. another reason i 

can think of as to why suddenly so many people from the group decided 

to come to the screening of this ugly film is that the german lady might 

have asked them all to come to serve as a buffer between her and me. it 

always makes me sad when the person i like always wants my 

disappearance or invisibility. 

 

the people that tried to harm me through my ex-best friend are probably 

kind of surprised and annoyed that i am always aware of their plans to 

get me. what they don't understand is that their plans are so noticeable 

because one attempt follows another so closely in time; the endeavor is 

constant. if i were them i would just stop the effort for 6 months to a 
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year, during which time the target's defense will gradually wane down as 

he sees nothing happening at all day after day, and then come in for a 

strike at a time when his defense has already been dropped. 

 

another development: last night at the movies ms. professor of film and 

french showed up too, after such a long time of absence. she brought 

back a relaxing atmosphere, although it's quite possible that she's in on 

german lady's scheme about me also. but G, another german prof who is 

a good friend of the german lady, didn't show. she would be your good 

confidant (despite the fact that she's also part of the scheme) if you 

happen to have the chance.

posted by kurt at 5:21 pm 0 comments 

monday, april 14, 2008

purpose 

i think the purpose of getting so many people to go to the movie event 

tonight is to gather more witnesses of my having watched the movie. the 

testimony will be more solid if 10 people all report that i have seen the 

film and.... (see yesterday's post). 

 

i feel sad; this means everyone at german lady's group is cooperating to 

get rid of me. 

 

misfortune is coming soon....

posted by kurt at 3:53 pm 0 comments 
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